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Often in our enthusiasm for bringing you news, we tell you about developments that are still in the planning stage
and it may seem to you that it takes ages for us to get products released. This issue, along with announcing
an upcoming product release, we endeavour to explain why it takes so long from idea to culmination. We also
introduce you to some of the group of musicians who are, in effect, VASE Ambassadors, helping with their talent
to spread the VASE word.

New Product Development
Tonesetter 18
It has been over a year now since the brainstorming of the VASE principals began for what became the Tonesetter 18.
From components to appearance to voltage requirements and beyond, details were discussed and debated. The mandate from
Harry was stated in an early email:

(to) Answer all your queries in two words:

NO COMPROMISE

Forget about what others are doing
let’s build the best amp we can
reliability and sound wise.
					

Harry Lloyd-Williams

CAD designs, finished designs are
screenprinted on to panels.

The next step was building a demo head and prototype chassis, as well as deciding on a name
that all could be happy with. The name Tonesetter was agreed on as it is the unique tone that
is so often mentioned with VASE.

Prototype combo and (below) head and box.

Being entirely built here, there is a lot of effort that goes into producing a new product. After
planning and brainstorming are finished, CAD drawing of agreed upon designs of electronics,
cabinets and front and rear panels are produced by Richard Faint. Sourcing of vinyl, handles,
knobs etc are done by Harry Lloyd-Williams; the heads are assembled by Noel Bourne; the
boxes are produced by Paul Lister and his crew. Paul is also the resident screen printer for
the front and rear panels. . Vinyling is done by Scott Hulbert then it’s time to assemble all the
components, fit the grilles, apply badges, “feet” and handles.
Once a prototype is built, trials both in the field and in the factory are made. A number of
musicians have called in and put the Tonesetter through its paces.
The prototypes get a lot of play both in our showrooms and in the field. Feedback from musicians is taken into consideration.

Once the sound is right, work on the exterior appearance can begin. Scott Hulbert has covered the first boxes in a range of the
vinyl colours available and affixed the grilles and badges for them. With four vinyl colours and four grille cloth choices, a total of 16
alternatives are available. He has recorded the job in photos here:
Off to Inverell for Vinyl covering, grille and badge fitting, feet and handles.

Pricing has been decided with the Combo going for $1795, the Head for $1495 . The next step is going to be speaker boxes to use
along with the head. By the next issue we should be prepared to give more information about the boxes as well as ordering and
shipping information. Hold us to it!

Being interested in music and sound, it pretty much follows for us at VASE that we are interested in musicians. We have had
the opportunity to meet quite a few and are consistently impressed with their dedication and enthusiasm. Many of them have
to balance jobs outside of the music industry in order to pursue their passion. Most have families and responsibilities. They
find time, however, to continue to invest energy into their love of music and entertainment and we are all the richer for it.
Here’s a brief introduction to four of them.

Gaze, Gilbert and Carson
Tim Gaze (center), Chris Gilbert (R) and Jon Carson (L)
have long histories in the music scene both in Australia
and overseas. Individually they have impressive
histories.
Tim has worked with many acts since the ‘70’s and has
a rich blues and surf music history. He has also written
and produced many songs, albums and soundtracks.
More on Tim here.
Jon Carson played in many successful Brisbane bands
throughout the 70’s and 80’s including Bootlace,
Mighty Mouse, Aussie Rebels (with Tim Gaze and
Barry Tiplady) and Big Red just to name a few. Catch
up with Jon at www.facebook.com/jon.carson.1238.
Chris Gilbert is a member of the Ben Eaton Trio and has
worked with numerous Latin American bands, played
with Dave Ritter and A Date With Apathy, toured with
Raw Dance Company and worked as a studio artist
and recorded with various artists. More about Chris at
au.linkedin.com/pub/chris-gilbert/15/934/4
Coming together as GGC: Gaze, Gilbert and Carson,
these three Australian music forces have reached new
heights in their musical lives. Presenting new original
material, covering old favourites and combining their
fantastic individual styles, these three will have you
transfixed.

Simon Hosford

Gaze, Gilbert and Carson are

There is a natural ease and mutual respect that comes
through everything they do. No egos here, although
they would be forgiven if there were, they are certainly
worthy! Just a joy of coming together and making
incredible music with topics and lyrics that resonate
with us all, this trio is going to blow you away!
With a cd coming soon, get ready to be wowed!

A Match Maton Heaven

One of the Maton Artists is Simon Hosford, an Australian
born guitarist, writer and producer. Simon had a mention in
November 2013 VASE News when Greg T visited him at the
Maton Factory.
Simon is the proud new owner of a VASE Trendsetter 60 and will
be taking delivery of both the 2 x 12 and 3 x 12 speaker cabinets.
Simon chose Bridal white (just kidding) it’s actually VASE ‘Great
White’ vinyl and Black grille cloth for his rig. The striking head
is pictured below.
Watch for Simon playing Maton Guitars through his VASE on
YouTube very soon!

GIG GUIDE September
The VASE IN ACTION Gig Guide is being provided to give folks a chance to get out and hear VASE products in performance venues.
If you are a performer using VASE gear, we would like to hear what you have scheduled for October. If this information gets to us by
the last week of September, it will be included in next month’s Guide. Pictures are always welcome. We look forward to being able to
promote your gigs along with our gear!
Dogmachine/Pop Will Eat Itself

5 September

The Zoo Fortitude Valley

Electrik Lemonade		

13 September

Originals Music Festival Sunshine Coast Noosa AFL Grounds

Jake Whittaker			

13 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibit ion*		

3:30 PM

The Dirty Dukes			

13 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibition*		

4:30 PM

The Empresarios			

13 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibit ion*		

7:45 PM

Mason Rack			

13 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibition*		

8:45 PM

Tim Gaze			

14 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibition*		

2:30 PM

The Empresarios			

14 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibit ion*		

3:30 PM

Electrik Lemonade		

14 September

Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibit ion*		

8:45 PM

* The Logan Tattoo and Art Exhibition is held at the Acacia Ridge Hotel 1386 Beaudesert Road, Acacia Ridge QLD 4110.
For More information click here.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Creativity Well Managing Director and Principal Consultant, Paul Holland, has had significant experience in the private and public sectors as an
executive manager, company director, educator, business coach, media producer, and interaction designer. He is a musician, VASE Board Member,
past and present VASE owner and keeps us up to date on Social Media.

August on Facebook started with a real teaser – a pic of the first 4 of our Tonesetter 18s being sent of to Vinyl
Jedi Master Scott Hulbert south of the border. His mission – to cover them in
our four great colours - Full Cream, True Blue, Black Stump and Great White.
By the end of the month – presto! Finished they were. Now don’t know about
you, but my pre-order is already in. I think a True Blue with Silver Grille Cloth
will go nicely with my midnight blue Rickenbacker. If only they came in red so
I could match my eyes.

The pic of Greg Trennery’s collection turned a few heads. Is that a lounge room or showroom Greg?
A couple of pics were posted of Renato and Natalie Repetto, brother-sister combo in local band Diamond City. Great photo featuring
Natalie’s VASE bass rig.
We made the big screen at Metricon Stadium – courtesy of Electrik Lemonade. Well done fellas.
Keep your contributions coming in. I always put in a reminder that we can scan old slides and negatives if you have them. They will be
returned along with digital copies for your archives. Have a rummage around and see what you can find. Polaroids were big in the 70s.
There must be thousands of those instant snaps around as well. Actually, I saw a place in Brisbane city selling new Polaroid cameras and
film. Who’d have thunk it!
I’ll even take pics taken on one of these. My new high-tech photo capture device:
Just contact me at hollandp@bigpond.net.au or send them to:
Paul Holland
PO Box 2612
Chermside Centre, Q 4032

I’ll copy the pics and return to you. I’ll also email you digital copies.
The VASE Facebook page is: https://www.facebook.com/VASEAMPS
A big effort is on to revitalise our Twitter presence. If you tweet, follow us and contribute. Follow us on Twitter at: http://twitter.
com/#!/vaseamps
Let us know your thoughts direct on FB and Twitter or at info@vase.com.au
Keep your smart devices charged and ready to shoot when you’re out and about. Soon I guess we’ll be getting contributions captured
on Google Glass. See who’s the first to do THAT.
Cheers
Paul

And Finally...

VASE TV coming soon!

That wraps up another month for us here at VASE. We have enjoyed visiting with some of you here
at Headquarters, going to see some VASE In Action at your gigs and hearing from you via social
media. Keep in touch, Carol
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